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What should you look for in a Divorce Attorney?
If you are looking for a Divorce Attorney, a google search brings up a whole list of names,
and many of them are paying for increased visibility. But are the names popping up first
and second really mean they are the best Attorney for you?
It is important when you are reading an Attorney’s online profile, to look at whether that

Attorney has a focus on what you need in the way that you need it.
Three key things to look out for are:
1 - Areas Of Focus
Does this Attorney handle many different types of cases or just focus on divorce type cases?
If an Attorney presents themself as a jack of all trades: something like: if you need a
divorce, and if you need a real estate attorney, and if you need a personal injury attorney,
and if you need a will, I can help you with all of these. MAYBE think twice! If you have a
critical medical problem and you want the best care wouldn’t you feel more comfortable
with a doctor who is laser focused on your particular medical need? It is the same with an
Attorney.
2 - Outlook - What do YOU want - aggressive or amicable?
Do you read a lot on the profile about aggressive representation, protect your rights, take
your case to Court OR do you read a lot on the profile about settle your case, cost effective
resolution, amicable solutions, negotiate, mediate? An Attorney will present themselves as
who they are and how they work. Choose the type that you want.
3 - Depth of Experience
What would make YOU the most comfortable in an Attorney representing you? Someone
who has handled dozens of cases similar to yours over a span of many years - OR are you ok
with someone who is fresh out of law school or maybe just left government service and is
starting their own practice? Read their professional history and you will learn a lot!
THEN - call your top three and have a conversation over the phone, before you set up your
initial consultation. A good Attorney will be available and responsive to doing this.

Besides being available and responsive, what else should you be looking for when you have

an initial consultation with a divorce Attorney? How do you really know what makes that Attorney stand out from all the rest?
With ANYTHING we are buying today, whether it is restaurant food, or a gift for someone,
we don’t want “good enough” - We want “really good” Right?
Here’s how you can tell if an Attorney you are speaking with is “really good” for you:
When are are speaking with that Attorney, and that Attorney really cares about you and
wants to be helpful for you during one of the worst times of your life, they will handle that
call in a manner that is more diligent, more confident, more compassionate, more
enthusiastic, more detail oriented, and more efficient than the average Attorney.
How do you know this Attorney is really a good fit for you - trust your gut!
You’ll just know it!

